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Barnett raptor fx crossbow owners manual

Uncooked crossbows don't do you much good in the woods, so make sure you're ready with cocking devices for hunting. Cocking device simplifies cocking and reduces drawing weight in half to load your crossbow. Barnett offers several types of hunting cocking devices to get you on your way. 9/8/2016 · Barnett Crossbow Cocking Crank Installation (Raptor fx Crossbow) - Never Safari.. This is a universal
crank system for multiple Barnett crossbows, so it is not suitable for this bow. ... 2 best crossbows under 7/30/2013 ·$400!!! (Barnett Whitetail Hunter 2 &amp; Centerpoint Sniper 370) - Duration: 6:42. Brotherhood Outdoor 169,725 View Barnett Crossbow Crank Cocking Device Burnett Crossbow Cocking Device With Power Stroke 16 or less. Designed to be fully integrated into the bow stock for a thin,
comfortable fit. The handle can be easily adjusted for right or left-handed hunters and can be removed later. In the case of this Barnett crossbow drying fire, it must be inspected by a qualified Barnett service representative before further use. If you don't follow these instructions, you can be seriously injured! 3/14/2019 · I have a Barnett Crank Cocking device and some Barnett Crossbow: 2 Each Ghost 410,
Barnett Back Commander BCXtreme 365 Ultralight and Barnett Drop Tyne STR. I tried the device on the Whitetail Pro STR I returned. In one of my posts, I mentioned crossbows as STR. Finding the images I loaded was designed to be fully integrated into the bow stock for a pro STR. crank cocking device - 16 or low power strokes for a discreet and comfortable fit. The handle can be easily adjusted for right
or left-handed hunters and can be removed after each use. Barnett Crossbow Quad 400 Crank Cocking Device. Resolve device issues. Video (tutorial) documentation (manual).. How to use the crank cocking device. Here are some tips to make <a0> easier to use and easier to work with.</a0> ... Barnett crossbow rope cocking device. Check out. Take the job off the with your high-performance Barnett
Crossbow with Barnett Universal Crossbow Crank Cocking Device. Designed to integrate into the crossbow stock for a sufficiently low profile, comfortable fit, this device reduces cocking tension to just 17 lbs for easier loading. Cy crankcock device - read the user manual online or download it in PDF format. Total page: 2. The top of the string/rope and crossbow was already lubricated with wax. I contacted
Barnett about it (still waiting for a reply) because everything is good and brand new conditions, except for the frayed rope cocking device, which according to the manual causes catastrophic failure and disjointedness. Crossbows shoot great and are very accurate. If you have any questions, please feel free to send us an email. Package included: Barnett Predator Crossbow (375 ft/s) 4 Barnet Bolt, Field
Point CamoQuiver 4x32 BurnettScope with flip-up scope enables cd by checking properties again on rope cocking device crank cocking device (over $100 if purchased separately) owner manual 7/26/2014 ·Source: Barnett Panzer v Crossbow Cocking Hand Crank Click Start Control Panel, Management Tools, Computer Management, Device Manager Scroll cd/DVD ROM Drive Right Click Property. To
scroll to the digital CD audio or DVD area of this CD ROM device, select no _ for a specific area. If this doesn't solve the problem、.. The Barnett Quad 400 Crossbow is equipped with an automatic safety that engages every time the crossbow is cocked. Safety should be released before each shot. This does not guarantee total safety, as, like other machinery, safety devices are no substitute for common
sense and safe handling. The crossbow trigger is only SOURCE: Burnett Panzer v Crossbowcock Hand Crank Click Control Panel, Management Tools, Computer Management, Device Manager Scroll cd/DVD ROM Drive Right Click Property check the property again to enable cd. To scroll to the digital CD audio or DVD area of this CD ROM device, select no _ for a specific area. If this doesn't solve the
problem, another .5/10/2019 · My Barnett Ghost 410s, Barnett Back Commander BCXtreme 365 Ultralight and Barnett Droptin STR have 185-pound drawweight limbs. All of these crossbows are set up with a Barnett crank cocking device and attached to a high-quality rifle jig when I'm target shooting. When Barnet rep Graham Johnston said: Honestly, if I'm going to buy (crossbows) for personal use, this is
what I'm going to buy, I thought he was supplying me with the usual line of PR enthusiasm. But when Raptor FX arrived, I was immediately impressed. The shipping box felt empty, but the UPS delivery driver guaranteed me it was all there. Fortunately, he was right. I like mine light and accuracy when it comes to hunting crossbows. The Raptor measures both counts, with some extra features (including
surprisingly low MSRP) that make an excellent choice for whitetail hunter's first venture into the world of horizontal archery. The basic specifications of the Raptor FX are perfect for first-time crossbow shooters. Relatively short at 34.25 inches, the crossbow weighs an easy-to-manage 6 1/2 pounds. The split rim is 18 wide uncock (12.75 cock), requires a pull weight of 150 lbs and is light enough for cocking
on hand if needed. The 12.5-inch power stroke transmits a 400-grain, 20-inch arrow-down range at 330fps. The 380 grain arrow broke 340 fps and the heavier (425 grain) arrow was relatively fast off the rail at 325 fps. Having hunted deer, bears, pigs, ground pigs, wild turkeys and squirrels with crossbows over the past 20 years, I can assure you that string jumping is not a matter of arrows flying more than
300 fps even at 35 or 40 yards. Big game animals often stareArrows stuck on the ground beside them with what happened to their faces. Raptor's essential anti-dryfire mechanism is large, bold and obvious within the trigger mechanism. The twin silver finishing units hold and hold the strings while the bow is cocked and do not let safety leave unless the arrows are fully loaded into the trigger mechanism. To
unload the crossbow at the end of the day, simply fire a field tip shaft into a convenient target, hay bale or soft ground. The weakest point of the crossbow is the assembly of its strings and cables. Barnett recommends applying lubricant wax to non-useful parts of the Raptor strings during initial assembly and applying them at 30-50 shot intervals. I wax the strings of the crossbow every few days during
hunting and before and after the shooting session. Wax is inexpensive and easy to apply and much cheaper than replacing strings and cables. Barnett recommends not leaving that crossbow in a cocked position for more than four hours. I don't unload them until I get out of the stands in the dark with my before dawn. For testing purposes, I may leave a review crossbowcock that has no bad impact for days
(even weeks). When you pull the trigger, nothing bad happens and accuracy is maintained. If you haven't tested your crossbow, play it safe and follow the recommendations in the owner's manual. Raptor has a couple of features not found in other crossbows, including adjustable arrow retainers, which help fine-tune composite retainers when using post-market arrows that are slightly larger or smaller than
standard Barnett arrows. The initial assembly can be difficult in some cases, but later one large bolt and four small screws, the Raptor was ready for range. Barnett supplies all the Allen wrenches needed to complete the job, another plus for buyers who don't have access to a fully stocked tool shed. All parts fit neatly and tightly without the necessary force. One additional six-six screws put the trembling
mount where it is needed. From start to finish, the assembly process takes me just 7 minutes and I take my time to make sure the instructions provided on a daily basis fit the crossbow that came into the box. The scope was also easy to install. The large flat head screwdriver fits the oversized mounting screws on the base. The mounting surface, the whole Picaticini style, made it easier to place the shaken
and scope base exactly where I wanted. Design features, light weight and ease of assembly are good to consider when lowering your hard-earned dollars for a new hunting crossbow, but ultimately the most important thing is accuracy and reliability. Most modern crossbows put arrows in a 3-inch circle at 20 yards, which is the least you should expect. The best crossbows are much better than shooting two
or more arrowsTarget targets as knocks, fletch and shaft damage are ensured. When the crossbow maker sends me a bow for testing, I take the company at that word. If there are three, four, or five crosshairs or dots in the specified scope, the manufacturer is saying to me that you can witness the bow at 20 yards and that each progressive line or dot will put an arrow on the target in an incremental 10
yards. Sometimes the difference is 5 yards, described in the manual, and sometimes you simply slap the bow.22 rimfirescope and call it good, but it's an unusual crossbow that doesn't live up to the billing. The Raptor is an unusual crossbow supplied with a range of 4x32 crossbows intended entirely for crossbow use. In fact, the instructions included in the scope clearly indicated that a 4-inch target starting
at 15 yards should be used. Aim for the dead center and adjust the scope so that the arrow hits the top of the target. Then use the same aim point to return to the bottom of the target. In this case, the crossbow is a goal from 15 to 23 yards. He then returns for 26 yards (good for 32 yards), followed by 34, 42 and 48 yards, while the crossbow achieves his goal to 53 yards. A handy graph is provided to keep
all these numbers straight. Shooters using accurate rangers have no problem putting a proper crosshairs on the target for a hit of 4 inches inside. As an old school person, I witness in 20 yards to simplify things and return by the yard. It's a rare whitetail situation where I have to take shots at 60 yards and when I'm in the blinds or tree stand I wait for a better, closer opportunity. If I chose the right place, my
shot would certainly be less than 30 yards under 40 yards, so all of that long-distance calibration is moot, except in very slow seasons when leaves, corn and soybeans are out of the picture. Personal preferences aside, I tested the Raptor with the five-line reticle scope provided (red dotscope is optional) and had no problem keeping arrows on target even at 60 yards. The 4-inch orange circle was also a big
target at that distance, and from a steady rest, I was comfortable dropping all the arrows (including some of the various manufacturers) into the right circle. Not all arrows hit the dead center, but the orange one was considered a hunting hit. After firing more than 100 arrows, the Raptor was still tight and functional. There were no problems with string fraying, loose areas, wear or rattle. The effects of all
exercise energy may have exploded (and have) some crossbows, but the Raptor went through each session with no adverse effects. I found nothing for serious deer hunters to complain about as far as assembly, operation and accuracy were concerned. Raptor FX handles and chutes, as well as many top-end crossbows that cost hundreds of dollars or more, are an excellent choice for beginners (a pink
Lady Raptor version is available). AndMaintenance and care, bows should provide great service in the field with a range of years. As always, I'm a big fan of slings and carrying cases, which Barnett and most other manufacturers consider accessories available at an additional cost. I have no doubt that buyers will gladly pay extra fees for these items included in the package price. Crossbows are
cumbersome to carry, especially for long distances through brush covers, CRP fields or cut cornfields. And it makes sense to have a case to protect the crossbow during transport. Those who buy crossbows for hunting will eventually want slings and cases. Why not make these items part of the package? The basic Raptor FX package includes a crossbow, scope (4x32 or red dot), quiver package, three
arrows and field tips, rope cocking devices, lube wax, and all necessary Hellex wrenches. MSRP is $399. For more information, log on to www.barnettcrossbows.comor call (800) 237-4507. Sidebar: Spec Sheet Manufacturer: Barnett Model: Raptor FX Pull Weight: 150 lbs. Arrow Length: 20 inch Arrow Length: 330 inch Arrow Speed: 330 fps Trigger Pull: 4 lb Attraction: 4x32 Multi-Reticle Scope is provided.
Cocking device with red dot scope option: rope cocker overall length: 34.25 axle length: 18 weight: 6.5 lbs Other features: 12.5 inch power stroke, butt pad extender, pass-through foregrip, crank option preinstalled, anti-dry fire safety, camouflage composite stock and limbs. Lady Raptor FX available in pink. MSRP: $399 Details: www.barnettcrossbows.com Sidebar: Light and Quick - Hunter's Dream
Barnett's new Raptor FX has two things to go for it from a hunter's perspective: 6 1/2 in balanced pounds, It is one of the lightest and most comfortable crossbows to carry, and its 18-inch axle-to-axle width (12.75 inches when cocked) makes it easier to maneuver leaves and thick brushes for more effective still hunting and stalking. The Raptor's unique pass-through front and ergonomicly designed skeleton
stock also offers a wealth of handling options. Crossbows can be transported to various positions while maintaining full control of limbs, rails and firing mechanisms. These features are useful when faced with obstacles such as fallen trees, small streams, or situations where uncertain scaffolding requires a change of approach. The Raptor's relatively short overall length is also an ideal choice for hunting
from ground blinds, box blinds, climbing stands or strap-on stands where space is limited, but shooters have a relatively wide field of fire. The Raptor's short limbs are perfect for stand-up shooting on occasional over-the-shoulder occasions. Log on to www.barnettcrossbows to see Barnett's full line of crossbows.com arrows and accessories. www.barnettcrossbows.com.
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